
Perception 
Aim: Deal with relationship between physical stimuli and their subjective / psychological 
correlates 


Physiological Principles 
Transduction: first stage of sensory processing where receptors turn energy not neural signals. 
Impulses travel along axons, to terminals which release neurotransmitters across synapses to be 
received by another cell.


Hierarchical Processing: neural impulses travel ‘up’ the system to the cortex 


Bottom-Up: flow of information from sensory receptors towards ‘higher’ cortical areas with 
increasing levels of complexity 


Top-Down: prior knowledge influences what is perceived 


Selectivity: cells are selective for stimuli with certain 
characteristics. Response will be smaller the more the 
stimulus differs from the preferred.


Doctrine of Specific Nerve Energies: each sense projects 
to a different cortical area. The nature of sensation depends 
on which sensory fibres are stimulated not how. 


Plasticity: neural mechanisms are modifiable (development / 
recovery from brain injury)


Noise: firing rate of neuron determined mostly by stimulus but also   other random factors (e.g. 
spontaneous activity) which get in the way.


Perceptual Principles 
Detectability: more intense a stimulus is the more likely you are to detect it (low threshold is 
better - don’t need as much light to detect something)


Sensitivity: the opposite of threshold (higher sensitivity is better - sensitive to lots of light)


Psychophysics Sensory Magnitude: more intense stimulus = higher magnitude of sensation 


Discrimination: the difference between two stimuli required for successful discrimination (lower 
threshold is better)  - sometimes referred to as ‘just noticeable difference’ JND


Adaptation: prolonged stimulation results in a decrease in rate of firing 


Anatomical Methods 
Dead Brains: Visible Differences  

- White (axons covered in myelin) / grey (cell bodies) matter 

	 - Staining reveals axons, cell body density and size, activity etc. 


Top-Down and Bottom-Up 

 Alway both occurring at the 
same time —> not a 

dichotomy  
Information can flow in all 

directions
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Population Coding: 

Stimulus information is encoded by pattern of firing 
throughout entire neural array (not just which cell is firing 
the most) 


Analysis: percept can be broken down into its separate 
components —> not possible with smells


Synthesis: combination of components forms a new perceptual whole that can’t be broken down 
—> this is true for smells


Olfaction and Memory: 

Smells presented together acquire properties of each other —> make discrimination more difficult 


Case HM: Brain surgery for epilepsy (epithelium and olfactory bulb in tact but piriform cortex 
removed) caused severe memory disruption and the inability to discriminate odours unless they 
differed in intensity (could tell weak from strong but not what smell was)


Gustation 
Your sense of taste is vital in detecting nutritious foods and avoiding poisoning 


Transduction and Early Physiology:  
Chemoreceptors are found on the tips of microvilli, projecting from 
the end of taste receptor cells 


One taste bud is a clump of 50-150 receptor cells (last ~10 days) 


Free nerve endings are responsible for signalling the spiciness or 
coolness of foods


Selectivity: four categories of taste neuron have 
been found, most responsive to sugars (sweet), 
salts, acids, plant alkaloids (bitter) 



Each taste cell mainly has one type of receptor


Hierarchies: Cortical Physiology  
Gustatory nerve axons terminate in the brainstem making the 
coding of the four taste channels preserved until here

Projections from the brainstem travel to cortex via the 
thalamus and to the amygdala 

Not much known about gustatory cortex, however insult 
cortex projects to multimodal orbitofrontal cortex 


Perception: Taste Dimensions 

Henning’s taste tetrahedron places four taste channels on 
geometrical shape to indicate combinations —> consistent with 
modern physiological data 


Fifth taste Umami proposed - ‘savoury’ - its role in perceived 
taste is unclear but it is associated with monosodium glutamate
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Motion Perception and Eye Movements 
Retinal Motion could be due to object motion / eye movements —> 
how do we tell which?




Inflow Theory (Sherrington): eye muscle proprioceptors sense muscle 
strength and send signal to comparator—> signal from eye muscle to 
say how much it moved 





Outflow Theory (Helmholtz): eye movement command from brain 
goes to eye muscle and comparator —> signal from brain 
commands eye to move and comparator gets signal about how 
much you tried to move eye


Study Predictions Findings Inflow/Outflow

Afterimage

Move eyes around with 
an afterimage - image 
fixed on retina 

Inflow: motion (no retinal 
motion but muscle 
movement signal) 


Outflow: motion 
(efference copy 
command)

Motion perceived Both correct

Externally generated eye 
movements with isolated 
afterimage 

Poke yourself in the eye, 
with an afterimage, in 
the dark

inflow: motion (muscle 
movement signal / no 
retinal motion)


Outflow: no motion (no 
efferent copy / retinal 
motion)

No motion perceived Outflow 

Externally generated eye 
movements with non-
stabilised stimuli 

Poke yourself in the 
daylight (no afterimage) - 
image moves on retina

inflow: no motion (retinal 
mage motion and eye 
muscle movement equal 
and opposite)


Outflow: motion (retinal 
motion / no efferent 
copy command)

Motion perceived Outflow 

Attempt to move 
paralysed eye 

inflow: no motion (no 
retinal motion and no 
muscle movement) 


outflow: motion (no 
retinal motion / efferent 
copy command)

Motion perceived Outflow 
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Stage 3 
Object Representation: computationally difficult 

	 Intrinsic Factors: character of individual objects (shape, surface, properties) 

	 Extrinsic Factors; can change image of the object that are not related to its intrinsic 	 	
	 properties 

	 	 Viewpoint of observer / lighting / occluding objects / background 

If you change intrinsic properties object is hard to identify —> can still recognise objects if 
extrinsic factors are changed 


View-Inependent Theory: remove all extrinsic properties and build representations of objects in 
terms of component parts and relations between these 

	 

	 Marr and Nishihara (1978): base descriptor for all 	 	
	 object parts is a 3D generalised cone 

	 	 Hierarchical (body —> arm —> forearm —> 	
	 	 hand) 

	 	 Axis is crucial 



	 


	 Biederman’s Geons (1987): objects made up of 36 2D 	 	
	 geometric shapes (geons) —> can make up any object in the 	
	 world 


Symbolic Representations: symbols manipulated to build 
representations (e.g. geons) —> highest levels


View-Dependent Theory: incorporate extrinsic properties into the representation 

	 Known objects stored as discrete prototypical forms/views 

	 Alignment: surface markings and junctions 

	 Shape Space: multidimensional metric space representing variations in object shape 

	 Recognition: compare a novel 2D view to stored views of known objects 


Image Based: based on neural image to compute representation —> lower / easier levels




Scene Perception: we are very experienced at viewing scenes 	
—> fast visual processing 

	 A man made / natural scene can be categorised in less 	 	
	 than 50ms 

	 Based on holistic processing of global spatial frequency 	 	
	 (gist) —> edges, contrast, openness (stage 1) 


Gist Perception: involves syntactic (spatial layout) and semantic processing 

	 Knowledge about the object provides an independent source of guidance (e.g. what it 	 	
	 looks like) and provide useful ‘priors’ on where target might be (e.g. toaster on a bench)
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Temporal Order Judgements: 

	 congruent = large object = low pitch, small object = high pitch 

	 incongruent = large object = high pitch, small object = low pitch 

	 How is this information temporally integrated?

	 	 Visual —> auditory 

	 	 Auditory —> visual 

	 	 	 Which comes first?


Temporal multisensory binding was enhanced in congruent trials (more 
difficult to distinguish)


Synaesthesia: perception of a specific stimulus induces a 
concurrent and distinct experience in a separate modality, or 
within the same modality 

	 Not a disorder 


Very consistent mapping 


Multisensory Body Perception 
Signals from different sense are combined to identify the body and estimate its current location 
and shape —> this process is flexible and dynamic 

	 Visual Signals: body form, orientation, location, touch 

	 Tactile Signals: touch 

	 Proprioceptive Signals: joints, muscles, tendons, hand orientation / location 


Rubber Hand Illusion: 

	 Synchronous multisensory stimulation of an artificial hand and one’s own hand induces 
changes in body perception —> experience body ownership 

	 Asynchronous stimulation does not induce the Rubber Hand Illusion 


Rating Scale: Rate the extent to which we agree with certain statements - people tend to agree 
with the following 

	 ‘It seemed as if I were feeling the tough of the 	 	
	 paintbrush in the location where I saw the rubber 	 	
	 hand touched’

	 ‘It seemed as though the touch I felt was caused 	 	
	 by the paintbrush touching the rubber hand’



Proprioceptive Drift: People estimate that their hand position is closer to the 
rubber hand than the actual location of their own hand 


This Illusion can work with various hands - t does not have to look like the 
participants own hand
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